Week 8 Vocab
Ordinal Numbers
1st - first
2nd - second
3rd - third
4th - fourth
5th - fifth
6th - sixth
7th - seventh
8th - eighth
9th - ninth
10th- tenth
11th - eleventh
12th - twelfth
13th - thirteenth
20th - twentieth
21st - twenty-first
22nd - twenty-second
(Any number not ending in 1, 2, or 3 ends in -th)

Time Expressions
Source:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_IILa0TBRs&list=PLD_5T89Ssbn3r1ZB
GENCP2clkXOSPf_Rm&index=8&ab_channel=mmmEnglish
to have time - to be available, to have enough time to do something
plenty of time - a lot of time available
to have time on your hands - to have some unexpected time available
all the time in the world - a saying meaning a lot of free time
Take your time - an expression used to tell someone to relax, there is no hurry
No rush - no hurry
not enough time - a lack of time
pressed for time - to be in a hurry, to not have much time available
short on time - to not have much time available
to run out of time - to not have any more time, time is over

race against time - when you’re trying to finish something and you’re running out
of time
time’s up - when you’re out of time
to make time - to create time for something
time flies - time feels like it’s moving quickly
to lose track of time - when you don’t realize how quickly time is passing
Better late than never! - At least something got done, even if it’s late!
to pass time - to do something to keep yourself busy
to kill time - an expression meaning to keep yourself busy to pass the time
to do time - to spend time in jail
in the long run - over a long period of time
in the short term - over a short period of time

